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The article deals with Czechoslovakia’s and East Germany’s relations with West
European enterprises and private businessmen in the 1970s and 1980s, and explores
more specifically their licensing agreements and credit policy. The author shows their
importance for technological modernisation and the realisation of so-called consumer
socialism in both countries. It focuses on the political and business elites of both
countries, and devotes special attention to the question of the ideological versus
technocratic approach of the politicians and company directors as well as their impact
on economic planning.
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Introduction
Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic (GDR) were the most industrialised
countries of the Eastern bloc. After a disillusioning end to the attempts at economic reform
in the late 1960s, both countries faced possible economic decline and many senior Party
members feared a loss of political authority across society. Politically, the regimes
reinforced their power by harassing the reformer Communists. Most of the supporters of
the reforms – the so-called New Economic System in the GDR and the Ota Šik Reform in
Czechoslovakia – were excluded from senior state and Party offices to ensure internal
political stabilisation on the one hand, and to show ideological integrity towards the Soviet
Union on the other. Economically, it was important to present an amiable front to the
population, which had lost hope for a better life under socialism. The attempt to assuage
society’s anger included a new economic and social policy, which became commonly
known as consumer socialism. Investments were redirected from heavy industry into
consumer-focused operations and modern housing for the population.
With a policy of consumerism, both governments were able to assure a modest rise in
the standard of living of their citizens. However, many of the consumer goods that the
population desired had to be bought abroad, mostly in capitalist countries, and paid for in
freely convertible currencies. The dangers of debt and a negative balance of foreign trade
necessarily influenced the thinking of the Communist planners. The previous austerity
planning and mistrust towards the West were replaced by a wave of collaboration and
licensing agreements with the latter. Not only did these instruments make it easier to get
technical innovations and finished goods, they also allowed for substantial savings of both
money and research. As will be shown, commercial contacts between the ČSSR and GDR
on the one hand and West European countries on the other were realised on the basis of
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personal interest or friendship between businessmen and politicians, as a gradual opening
up towards Western Europe paved a way to more regular contacts in the 1970s and 1980s.
Yet this process was far from linear and consistent, and often contrasted ideology with
business rationales. In order to appreciate the complexity and the trajectory of both
Czechoslovakia’s and the GDR’s opening up to Western Europe, it is therefore of utmost
importance to analyse the role of the political and business elites in the establishment
of these contacts, their rationales and goals, as well as their mistakes. To date the
historiography has rarely discussed these aspects and problems; by using company
documents, personal correspondence and memoirs this article highlights the importance of
political and business elites in the development of the East – West connection.
Gradual opening up
Traditional trade routes in Central Europe were disrupted by the Second World War and
later almost abandoned as the Soviets declined any help from the European Recovery
Program and forbade the Eastern bloc countries to trade with capitalist regimes. The
Soviet Union offered its own assistance programme instead and planned on creating the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA or COMECON), with the aim of
concentrating all international trade among the organisation members and to create a selfsufficient economic bloc. This would rule out any necessity of trading with the ideological
enemies in Western Europe.
As has been widely discussed in the specialised literature, the idea of the distribution of
labour and production in Eastern Europe failed mainly because of two fundamental
features. First, the COMECON was created as a net of bilateral relations, not on a
supranational basis; this evidently made it difficult to organise a bloc autarky. However, the
actual obstacle lay with the then chosen (or Soviet-imposed) pattern of socialism: each
country should implement the successful Soviet experience, which meant spending
immense sums to develop heavy industry and long-term investments. In addition, the
deformation of traditional production lines and connections to pre-war customers in
Western Europe caused problems in both planning and the distribution of goods. The social
unrest that took place in 1953 in both the German Democratic Republic and
Czechoslovakia, though on a rather local scale, showed the limits of a planned economy
based on the Soviet model and highlighted the need to take into account the country
specifics. In the second half of the 1950s, governments in both countries were encouraged
by Khrushchev’s enthusiastic reforms in the USSR. Besides adopting the popular policy of
peaceful coexistence, releasing millions of GULAG prisoners and loosening censorship,
the Soviet government decentralised economic planning, invested in agriculture projects to
support consumption, and negotiated business contracts with Western European countries
and the United States.1 Therefore, the East European satellite countries attempted to reestablish the previous connection to Western foreign trade. The first steps into moving from
an ideology-driven trade policy towards a more economically advantageous commercial
strategy are visible in Czechoslovakia’s return to the traditional markets in Western Europe
and East Germany’s reconnection with West Germany within the framework of innerGerman relations.2 The two countries’ shift to pragmatic thinking had also wider
implications, evident in the signing of new commercial agreements with ideological
enemies, such as Fascist Portugal or Brazil, which was ruled by a right-wing military junta.3
Furthermore, a certain degree of pragmatism entered the domestic arena: after a
gradual opening up of East –West relations followed the New Economic System of
Planning and Management in the GDR and the Šik Reform in the ČSSR. The aim of both
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reforms was not to change the basic tools of the mechanism of the planned economy, but to
improve the existing system, after problems in fulfilling the early 1960s five-year plan had
showed its ineffectiveness. The introduction of a dynamic pricing system, the autonomy of
state companies to produce and sell goods abroad, and the material interest of companies
and employees constituted the driving force of the reforms.4
Although the economic reforms of the 1960s failed and had to be abandoned due to
political rather than economic reasons, the established connection to the West remained in
place. The governments in Prague and Berlin understood the importance of business
relations with the West, as co-operation with the Soviet Union meant many sacrifices and
almost no harvest. A typical example was co-operation on the further development of the
so-called Scientific-Technical Revolution, which should have sped up the economic
development of the socialist bloc countries and improved their competitiveness in
comparison to the West. Attempts at innovation, such as the computerisation of production
lines, in the COMECON industries was a logical step to realise this policy.5 Discussions
on how to tackle the modernisation issues revolved around three possible solutions: the
creation of a COMECON technology developed by all member countries together; the
creation of new technology by each country without any bloc co-operation; and the import
of Western technologies and their licensing by the individual COMECON countries. After
discussion followed implementation, and visible failures and shortcomings led to a
marked shift from the first to the third option.
The socialist bloc countries first attempted to pool together in advanced technology
endeavours. Pivotal to the realisation of these projects was the role of the Soviet Union.
Yet the limits of the asymmetrical relationship, in which the rationales and interests of the
superpower largely prevailed over its minor allies’ needs, soon surfaced and condemned
COMECON co-operation to failure. Indeed, although Czechoslovakia and the GDR
worked together with the Soviet Union on developing some new computer technologies,
the USSR considered its achievements in new technologies to be knowledge of military
value and did not want to share them with the other COMECON members.6
However, more than the specific interests of the Soviet superpower, it was its obsolete
and farraginous production system that hampered any major achievements of socialist cooperation. Very often, Moscow’s unwillingness to co-operate was simply due to its
inability to achieve the anticipated innovations.7 According to Erich Honecker: ‘Economic
co-operation and specialisation in the Western World made considerable progress while it
did not work in the COMECON, surely absolutely not in the new issues related to the
Scientific-Technical Revolution.’8 Soviet leaders understood the COMECON as an
instrument of economic control and only in later years acknowledged its possible
ambitions to become a common market and an actual economic union. Yet recognition of
the COMECON’s potential and vocation did not materialise in real outcomes. In 1988,
Mikhail Gorbachev admitted in a meeting with Erich Honecker that ‘there are direct
contacts, we work on the development, but when the time comes to deal with the final
product, nothing succeeds.’9 In fact, even simple deliveries established in the COMECON
contracts were a problem, as very often the Soviets were not able to supply the agreed
components or goods. A well-known example of this failed co-operation was a new Erfurt
factory for semiconductors, essential for the GDR programme of modernisation and the
development of an electronics industry. The factory could not open its production line
because it did not get the necessary components from the Soviet Union.10 The mighty
industrial superpower looked increasingly unfit for the new technology race.
Because the Soviet Union was not a reliable partner, a variety of goods had to be
produced completely by domestic companies to ensure self-sufficiency. The research for
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and development of new products had to be realised at national universities, academies of
science and research centres – an extremely onerous effort for small countries like
Czechoslovakia and East Germany. While most of the research was simply copying the
innovations of Western economies, there were several examples of genuine innovation,
such as the Czechoslovak invention of the so-called open-end spinning machines in 1967,
which were sold all around the world for the next two decades.11
As for several other sectors of industry, the lack of effective COMECON co-operation
led the GDR and Czechoslovakia to create their own technologies, based on national
research. For the GDR, the creation of the 8-Mbit chip in the late 1980s by the Carl Zeiss
Jena Company as well as of personal computers by Robotron Dresden became not only a
necessity, but also a point of national pride.12 This, in turn, further diminished the prospect
of and willingness to merge into pan-socialist industrial projects, with additional damage
to bloc cohesion and the envisaged COMECON-wide co-operation. The same applied to
the Czechoslovak agricultural facility Slušovice, which created its own computer
technology for its production needs.13
Nonetheless, even the most determined East German efforts did not lead to the
production of more than 90,000 256-kilobit chips by the end of the 1980s, while at the
same time a small country like Austria produced 50 million of these components.14
According to Wolfgang Biermann, Director General of Carl Zeiss Jena, the investment
costs for the computer industry reached 14 billion East German Marks by the year 1989.15
Moreover, investments did not seem to lead to practical results. The Federal Information
Agency (Bundesnachrichtendienst, BND) found that more than 90% of GDR
microelectronics were reproductions of Western technologies, illegally imported by a
special division of the East German Ministry of Foreign Trade called the Commercial
Coordination (Kommerzielle Koordinierung, KoKo).16 Even though Czechoslovakia and
East Germany were able to make high-quality achievements by these means, their
technology was mostly showcased in several fairs, but never put into serial production.
In appraising the problems inherent in national roads to innovation, it is certainly correct to
agree with the assessment made by scholars Bruce Kogut and Udo Zander: ‘Zeiss Jena was
indeed the Schumpeterian Socialist firm, invested with substantial technological
capabilities. But it was hampered by a system of central planning that dissipated
innovative resources in accordance with the planned targets.’17 A note by the former
Czechoslovak Minister of Metallurgy, Machinery and Electrotechnics Ladislav Gerle,
supports this argument: ‘The system of strong central planning was able to produce
wonderful technical solutions, but the stiffness of planning and decision making, lack of
freedom for the directors and several non-economic reasons resulted in their low usage.’18
The only effective method for improving the state of technology seemed to be the
direct importation of Western technologies. Even if economically promising, this option
carried the inevitable question of its compatibility with the ideological understanding of
socialism and, connected to the latter, of Soviet concerns about bloc cohesion. Would the
Eastern European economies, especially while being put under closer scrutiny from
Moscow after the Prague Spring, be able and allowed to realise any contracts with the
West? Arguably, as the Soviet Union itself set the example in the 1960s by a deal with
West Germany on tubes for oil pipelines, this was not the main issue.19 Bigger obstacles
for small socialist countries were the existence of an important Western Cold War tool –
the Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls (CoCom) – and their
financial limits. As for the first, several Western high-technology goods that would prove
beneficial to Eastern European economies’ leap forward fell within CoCom’s lists of
goods that Western countries agreed not to sell to Communist regimes. Second, the
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acquisition of freely importable Western technologies and their licences required huge,
almost unlimited funds in convertible currencies, of which Eastern European countries
were often short.
Yet, as the historiography demonstrates, despite these evident problems most socialist
governments chose to link with the more advanced Western Europe as a way to modernise
their economies. What has to date been unexplored is the crucial importance of agency in
the business agreements with the West European countries, i.e. who were the key
companies and individuals, as well as the appraisal of their rationales and motives.
The makers of the opening up to Western Europe
In the case of the GDR, to operate within and beyond the limits of the CoCom list, as well
as to find enough financial resources to pay for Western technology, the most senior Party
members, economic ministers and senior company managers were using the services of
Kommerzielle Koordinierung (KoKo), the above-mentioned special department of the
Ministry of Foreign Trade. Its Director, Alexander Schalck-Golodkowski, also a member
of the Central Committee of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (CC SED) from 1986,
was a very efficient businessman and a strict manager; more importantly, he came to be
renowned for his remarkable ability to cross East – West borders and to bring Western
technology and know-how home. He considered himself a protector of socialism,20
although close scrutiny of his behaviour would reveal a Stakhanovite approach: he was
obsessed with work; he made it his own personal predestined mission; and was completely
absorbed by it. Beginning with small-scale deals in the 1960s, he grew his business into
one of the main sources of hard-currency income in the GDR. In this endeavour, he did not
hesitate to use cruel methods of acquiring the money needed in the state budget, such as
depositing dangerous chemical waste from West European companies in East German
junkyards, selling precious antiquities from GDR galleries and confiscated private
collections to Western collectors, or misusing the blood donations given in a spirit of
solidarity by East German citizens for hospitals in developing countries and selling them
to a West German hospital in the city of Karlsruhe instead.21 Schalck was able to earn
approximately 26 billion West German Marks during the whole existence of the KoKo.22
In April 1973, a delegation of US businessmen, including big players such as
Lockheed, Union Oil, Bank of America and Rockwell International, visited the GDR. The
visit did not bring any real deals except for the promise of a normalisation of relations
between the GDR and the United States.23 The lack of actual results convinced SchalckGolodkowski to concentrate his attempts on creating contacts with Western European
(mostly West German) businessmen, with a view to establishing agreements on licensed
production with them. Schalck’s initiatives seemed to be most welcomed by the Federal
Republic of Germany’s commercial and industrial milieux. According to him: ‘In some of
the branches, the West German businessmen waited in a queue to get a contract with us.’24
If we consider that most big West German companies, such as Phoenix/Rheinrohr or
Mannesmann, had concentrated primarily on business agreements with the Soviet Union,
Schalck’s statement sounds like an overestimate.25 Yet a significant flow of business and
licensing agreements developed between the two German states.
Although the West German agency assisting the companies wanting to do business
with East Europeans had existed since 195226, personal meetings between SchalckGolodkowski and the West Berlin Senator for the Economy Karl König27 took place
only in 1967, when the two men’s initiatives could fit into the framework of unfolding
détente.28 The very first steps towards co-operation with the West German private
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sector were taken during international fairs. Burkhart Ciesla supports the idea that the
first conception of co-operation was created for the Leipziger Herbstmesse in 1968 –
the so-called Konzeption für die Lizenztätigkeit in Vorbereitung und Durchführung der
Leipziger Herbstmesse 1968. The first high-profile West German businessman who
decided to outsource the production of his company to the GDR was Franz Josef
Dazert, from Salamander AG.29 According to the ensuing agreement, East German
companies began to produce shoes with technology provided by Salamander; while one
part of the production returned as a payment to West Germany, the other remained in
the GDR and could either be sold on the domestic market or exported to other
COMECON countries.
Shortly after Salamander, other companies followed: BAT; Beiersdorf; Bosch
(Blaupunkt); Nestlé (its trademarked Bear Brand); Schiesser; Triumph; Trumpf;
Underberg; Varta; or Privileg (Quelle AG). It is remarkable that the co-operation
between the GDR and private West German businessmen was realised purely within the
scope of economic advantage and rationality, and no politics or civil rights were ever
discussed. This should not lead one to overlook, however, that many of the businessmen
who were making deals with East Germans expressed their hope that the licensed
production would help the population of the GDR to have a better quality of life. Even
though they were right to some extent, they did not realise that with their co-operation
they were prolonging the life of the Communist regime and actually stabilising it. In
fact, other West German businessmen were more far-sighted and, despite great interest
in new trade contacts, refused the idea of doing business with a state that they wanted to
become an integral part of a unified Germany. For example, Georg Wilhelm Claussen’s
company Beiersdorf AG did not hesitate to license its products in Czechoslovakia in the
early 1970s (Tukový průmysl, s.p., Astrid s.p.), but waited until 1989 to license the
production of NIVEA cream in the GDR (VEB Chemisches Werk Miltitz, Florena
Waldheim).30
Personal contacts and engagement were considered key to developing fruitful
economic relations. The KoKo and the Scientific and Technical Division of the Ministry of
State Security used to send important representatives of East German industry to negotiate
personally with West German companies. Gerhardt Ronneberger, the Commerce Director
of AHB Elektronik, or Wolfram Zahn, the Deputy Director General of the Kombinat
Mikroelektronik Erfurt, were often entrusted by Schalck-Golodkowski with managing
transactions with partner companies in West Germany and Austria.31 Particularly for
smaller Western enterprises which had problems with sales, which wanted to increase their
revenues, or which were under debt pressure, the small but lucrative transactions with
KoKo offered a chance to survive in the market.32
The approach of the Czechoslovak government was not on such a personal level. The
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Bohumil Chňoupek, had friendly relationships with some
West German politicians, but did not link with businessmen. Foreign trade was not
conducted by an organism equivalent to KoKo either, but directly by the managements of
the enterprises for foreign trade. In companies like Ligna, Jablonex or Omnipol, young
state managers and technocrats rose through the ranks. Of particular note is the case of Jan
Štěrba, Director General of the Strojimport (machine tools and industrial equipment), who
became Minister of Foreign Trade in 1987 – in the penultimate year of the government of
the pragmatic-thinking Prime Minister Lubomı́r Štrougal. The Prime Minister, in charge
since January 1970, was a member of the ‘realistic stream’ of clear-headed politicians who
accepted the Soviet Union’s monitoring of Czechoslovakia and took only such reform
measures which could not be interpreted as anything but adjustments to the existing
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system of the Soviet type of centrally planned economy.33 Unlike Erich Honecker in East
Germany, who did not understand economics but considered himself to be competent to
make all decisions, the Secretary General of the Central Committee for the Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia (CC KSČ), Gustáv Husák, realised that, having graduated as a
lawyer, was no economic expert. Therefore, though firmly in power, he let the
professionals around Lubomı́r Štrougal take economic decisions. The Prime Minister was
known for appreciating specialists who possessed good business expertise rather than
slight knowledge from the night school of Marxism-Leninism. Štrougal had many critics
among the conservative Party officials, some of whom had a good education but no
professional experience. They accused Štrougal’s government of making bad and
ineffective decisions that weakened the economy, but never acknowledged the problems
existing within the system itself. Nor did adequate support come from academics. During a
meeting with the Rector of the University of Economics in Prague, the Prime Minister
asked what was taught at the university, appalled as he was at their alumni praising the
system of administrative central planning.34 Štrougal relied on his pragmatic allies in the
Presidium of the CC KSČ and KSS (Communist Party of Slovakia), such as Antonı́n
Kapek, a former Director General of the Czechoslovak machinery giant ČKD, and
Miroslav Hruškovič, a former Deputy Director of a big aluminium company in Slovakia.
They were all aware of the limits of the socialist economic system, but supported practical
measures for better efficiency on the company level rather than far-reaching reforms of the
whole system. I agree with the renowned Slovak historian Stanislav Sikora, who argued
that the politicians from the ‘realistic stream’ had two faces: their pragmatism and sense of
rational solutions for economic problems predestined them to be the economic reformers
during the relatively calm Normalisation Period, but during political crisis and turmoil, the
same qualities led them to support the certainty of the neo-Stalinist course of Brezhnev’s
leadership in the USSR and its conservative allies in the KSČ, rather than risk their
political survival.35
On a business level, Štrougal actively supported the director of the Slušovice
agricultural facility, František Čuba, and helped to achieve what came to be known as the
Miracle of Slušovice, characterised by great technical improvements and ambitions to
compete with West European companies, thanks to the company’s international contacts.
Čuba’s co-operative used loopholes in socialist law and took advantage of the loose
restrictions on foreign-trade activities for collective farms in comparison to state
companies, which were obliged to use the services of branch foreign trade enterprises.
Slušovice sold special breeds of cattle to Austria and Italy and had special facilities for
intensive agricultural production.36 Čuba’s strong position as manager of a highly
profitable enterprise as well as his autonomous dealing with Western counterparts made
him both a signboard for how effective a company manager in a socialist economy could
be as well as a burden for those politicians who wanted to have the economy under their
full control.37 In an attempt to keep a closer eye on him, the conservative Presidium
members appointed Čuba to the district committee of the KSČ as well as the agricultural
committee of the CC KSČ, where he got access to high politics. Although praising the
opportunity, he refused the nomination to become the Minister of Agriculture, which
would have ended his control of Slušovice.
According to mainstream scholarship, Čuba and his co-operative represent an exception
among Czech state managers. Scholars generally view company managers as representatives
of the company’s owner, i.e. the state, who had neither a driving force nor a personal interest in
protecting the state’s interests.38 Although this was true in most cases, a closer look at the
Czechoslovak company universe reveals other examples of effective directors working for the
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future of their state enterprises while actively supporting co-operation with Western
Europeans. Tukový Průmysl’s Director General, Jaroslav Urban, and its Technical Director,
Jiřı́ Souček, negotiated some of the most important licensing agreements on cosmetics. Since
the early 1970s, they were able to obtain favourable conditions for licensing shampoos,
hairsprays and dyes produced by the German company Schwarzkopf, as well as skin creams
and further cosmetic products from the German company Beiersdorf, which were
compensated for by outsourcing the production of NIVEA soaps to Tukový Průmysl’s facility
PTZ Nelahozeves and exporting them back to West Germany and other West European
countries.39 The French firm Dior also agreed to license its lipsticks, nail polishes and
perfumes, which were produced at Astrid Praha. Further examples of successful agreements
were the licensed production of margarines by the Dutch firm Unilever and the special
toothpaste Elmex, licensed by the Swiss Gaba. In addition, Tukový Průmysl did not limit itself
to buying licences; it also sold them abroad, as in the case of the production of an ALPA
massage product in Austria and Yugoslavia.40
It is evident that while most Communist politicians stayed rigid in their ideas about
how to rule state and society, they allowed a small group of technocrats within the Party
and state companies’ management actively to build up connections with the West and
close deals to jump-start the stagnating socialist economy. Evidence from the professional
expertise of these technocrats, as well as the degree of success they achieved in
establishing fruitful business contacts abroad, is in their transformation into private
businessmen and managers after 1989. For example, Czechoslovakia’s last Minister of
Foreign Trade, Andrej Barčák, co-founded the Czechoslovak division of General Motors
and worked for Opel; the Carl Zeiss Jena Director Wolfgang Biermann moved to West
Germany in 1990 and joined the management of Germania Air.41 Of particular note is
Andrej Babiš, a former sales director of the Czechoslovak foreign-trade company
Petrimex, which traded in soil fertilisers. After 1989, Babiš used his management
experience in Petrimex and created the agro-chemical holding Agrofert, making him
currently the second richest man in the Czech Republic.42
Keeping the system alive: credit policy
For licensing production in domestic companies, payments in hard currencies could not
have been avoided. As exports to capitalist countries were not sufficient to acquire the
necessary amount of free convertible currency, socialist governments turned to borrowing
abroad, in the belief that thanks to established modern production processes, goods would
be re-exported to the West with a good profit, which would pay back the debts.
Again, Czechoslovakian and East German political elites’ handling of the risky
business of indebtedness is revealing of a variegated and complex reality in the socialist
bloc, as well as of a different relationship between politicians and technocrats. During the
1970s, Czechoslovak foreign debt rose moderately. At the appearance of stagnation in the
Czechoslovak economy at the beginning of the next decade, one of Štrougal’s most
important decisions was to hire the economist Svatopluk Potáč to work for the
Czechoslovak Federal government in 1981. Potáč, who was an experienced banker from
the Czechoslovak State Bank and became the Head of the State Planning Committee and
Deputy Prime Minister, was the watchdog of the Czechoslovak debts.43 He was an
important player in the Czechoslovak economy throughout the 1980s, and in 1988 became
the Head of the Czechoslovak State Bank. Although his East German counterpart Gerhard
Schürer was highly competent as well, the role of professionals in the East German
economy was always subordinate to the political and ideological leadership of the Party.
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Schürer himself discusses, in his memoirs, the better conditions in which Czechoslovak
economists worked: ‘The relatively high independence of the government and planning
managers in their work was the reason the ČSSR was the least indebted COMECON
country.’44 Indeed, when Schürer warned his Party chiefs not to take further credits and to
try to save money on domestic consumption, neither he nor his professional colleagues
were heard out; consequently, the GDR ran into high external indebtedness.45 Conversely,
Svatopluk Potáč, both in his position in the Czechoslovak State Bank and the State
Planning Committee, enjoyed the respect of the government and the Presidium of the CC
KSČ.46 As a result, Czechoslovakia did not take more loans than strictly necessary. A good
example of this careful policy is the case of relations with Japan. Reporting to the
government on his last visit to Japan, Bohuslav Chňoupek informed them that the Japanese
government would be willing to open a line of credit to Czechoslovakia. Štrougal
responded to the proposal: ‘Every dunce knows how to take a credit and spend it, but to
earn money on it, that’s a whole science!’47 Only after being told by Chňoupek that the
credit would not only have an economic, but also a positive political influence on further
Czechoslovak relations with Japan, did Štrougal agree to allow the borrowing of a meagre
sum.48
Less cautious than their Czechoslovak colleagues, East German politicians relied
heavily on the special relationship with West Germany, which led to financial support by a
West German consortium of banks in 1983 and 1984. The lax approach of East German
politicians to the solution of the large amount of loans caused problems in repaying not
only the debts, but even in servicing them, i.e. paying interest rates. As stated by one State
Planning Committee official: ‘Even the last exportable coffee cup or bed linen package has
to be exported to the West to earn the foreign currency for repaying the debts: the goods
are removed from the domestic market.’49 Loans from West German banks were popularly
known as Strauß-Kredit, as they were negotiated face-to-face between SchalckGolodkowski and the Bavarian Minister President, Franz Josef Strauß.50 Thanks to his
political and business connections, especially with Ludwig Huber, President of the
Bayrische Landesbank, Strauß was able to offer the GDR a non-state loan, which could not
be attacked by any West German politicians as a misuse of FRG taxpayers’ money.51
Therefore Strauß underlined the personal dimension in negotiating the loan with Schalck,
which would have nothing to do with the federal government or the policy of some
parliamentary parties. The loan itself was evaluated as a rescue project for the East
German economy shortly before the state of insolvency. It is important to point out that the
loan was not used to repay old debts or even to make direct purchases of goods in the West;
the modest sum of 1.9 billion West German Mark would hardly cover the cumulative
interest rate to be paid in 1983 to the creditors –about 4 billion West German Marks.52 The
loan was deposited in foreign accounts, as, for example, in the Swiss Bank for
International Settlements, as a way to increase East Germany’s credit rating on the world
financial markets.53 The deal was heavily criticised by Western politicians and journalists
as helping an enemy, and even Schalck-Golodkowski later acknowledged that, even
considering the existential importance of the credit: ‘The cause of history could not have
been changed even by a credit of a billion Marks; the end of the GDR was not foiled, only
temporarily suspended.’
Conclusion
For many economists and political scientists, economic co-operation across the border of
the Iron Curtain was a clear signal of the softening of relations between the two ideological
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camps. This thesis may largely explain the development of inner-German relations, but in
the case of most Western European countries and companies, both political and economic
interests were important. Indeed, French, British and Swedish companies (whose roles in
East – West relations have to be explored further) were actively encouraged by their
governments to close deals with East Germany and Czechoslovakia. At the same time,
other businessmen simply and autonomously tried to find a new market for their products,
and in some cases even to return to their old pre-war markets.
While Western European governments followed in general the idea of normalising
and improving East – West relations, the interest of the Communist regimes was rather
pragmatic. They hoped that new contacts with the West would help to strengthen their
own positions; with the assistance of foreign investments and credits, Communist
politicians aimed at securing the loyalty of their own citizens to the system. For that
reason, they needed state managers to be more active in finding new possibilities for
offering more consumer goods to citizens; the managers were less ideological and more
technocratic in their attitude towards the West. Indeed, the professional skills and
expertise of Communist state managers in dealing with West European companies
enabled some (like Wolfgang Biermann and Andrej Barčák) to adapt fully to free
market conditions after 1989.
Particularly since the beginning of the 1980s, economic co-operation was an important
means of filling gaps in the supply of goods, as well as prolonging the life of the crumbling
Communist regimes. This article has demonstrated that the personal approach of state
company directors, as well as ministry officials and Western business owners, contributed
considerably to offering the public better-quality consumer goods, by means of licensing
agreements. It has also demonstrated that the role of these individuals was key in helping
to keep the foreign debts of the GDR (Strauß loan) and ČSSR (Svatopluk Potáč) under
control. At the same time, the choice of relying on Western means – whether technology
or credits –revealed the inadequacy of the socialist system to cope with modernisation and
global competition. Of more importance, however, was the increasing exposure of the
socialist population to Western goods and the growing acceptance, even desire for the
capitalist way of life by society and the Party itself, which dramatically eroded the
foundations of an already vacillating Communist ideology.
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